
HOW TO WRITE APARTMENT NUMBER IN ADDRESS LINE

(Make sure there is a space between # and the apt. number.) If the street address is too long to format fully on one line,
write the apartment.

This will enable the post office to return the letter to you in the event of non-delivery. Bolt has created a
responsive checkout form that eliminates any Address Line 2 confusion. Timely delivery is crucial if you are
mailing an invoice or other important customer communication. Source: L. This is the wrong way: Jane Doe
Unit B New York, New York Automated systems scanning mail may have a hard time figuring out your unit
number if you write out addresses this way. Suites and Apartment Numbers Some addresses contain additional
information. Some people even prefer mailing letters because it is nostalgic or romantic. Source: Amazon. It
turns out the second address line you find on many online and paper address forms isn't necessary to fill out.
Are you removing friction? Second, they added the ability to detect when a customer is likely missing an
apartment number through an address verification service. While you may be thinking this isn't an issue
because you always receive your mail, you should try to adhere to the USPS standards so your mail will have
a better chance of always getting to you. At The Good, our team believes all customers should be served at a
high level. For example: Related Articles. Format the Envelope Type the apartment address on the front of the
envelope in the following format: Name of person or organization Building number and street name,
apartment or suite number City, State and ZIP Code Include the apartment number after the street name. Do
you see where confusion can enter the picture? Room numbers PO Box numbers Simple enough, right? Leave
no doubt about what should go in each field. The right way When you're ordering online or sending a postcard
to a friend, there's usually a second line included where many people write their apartment or unit number.
That is, if you decide to keep using Address Line 2 at all. Usually this means that the destination is part of a
larger building or cluster of offices that share the same street address. The USPS online "click-n-ship" service
allows you to buy stamps, request package pickups and format, print and pay for your priority mail shipping
labels online. What fields does your audience most need? Generally, you will write the apartment or suite
number on the same line as the street address, preceded by the abbreviation "Apt.


